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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a downlink intelligent
reflecting surface (IRS) aided non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA) for millimeter-wave (mmWave) massive MIMO with
lens antenna array, i.e., IRS-aided mmWave beamspace NOMA,
where the single-antenna users without direct-link but connected
to the base station (BS) with the aid of the IRS are grouped
as one NOMA group. Considering the power leakage problem
in beamspace channel and the per-antenna power constraint, we
propose two multi-beam selection strategies for the BS-IRS link
under two channel models, i.e., 2-dimension (2D) channel model
and 3-dimension (3D) channel model, respectively, where two
corresponding RF chain configuration strategies are designed,
respectively. Then, we formulate and solve the optimization prob-
lem for maximizing the weighted sum rate by jointly optimizing
the active beamforming at the BS and the passive beamforming
at the IRS, where we propose the alternating optimization
(AO) method to solve the above joint optimization problem.
Especially, different from the stochastic method, based on the
beam-splitting technique, we propose the method to initialize the
feasible solution for the proposed AO method, where the transmit
power minimization problem is formulated and solved. Through
simulations, the weighted sum rate performance of the proposed
IRS-aided mmWave beamspace NOMA is verified.
Index Terms—Intelligent reflecting surface, non-orthogonal
multiple access, millimeter-wave, beamspace, beam-splitting.
I. INTRODUCTION
DRIVEN by the rapid development of applications suchas augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), internet
of things (IoT), internet of vehicles (IoV) and mobile-edge
computing (MEC), next-generation wireless communication
networks are required to support high capacity and mas-
sive connectivity [1]. Millimeter wave (mmWave) [2], mas-
sive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) [3–5] and non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [6, 7] are three key tech-
nologies which can collectively provide massive connectivity,
high spectral efficiency (SE) and energy efficiency (EE), and
better interference control to meet such requirements.
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In addition to the huge spectrum resource, the small wave-
lengths at mmWave allow more antennas in a limited physical
space, which facilitates the generation of massive MIMO.
However, for the conventional antenna architectures [8], i.e.,
full-digital and hybrid antenna architectures, it is difficult to
realize the massive MIMO due to high transceiver complexity
and energy consumption. To address the above problem, the
antenna selection technique has been investigated in [9, 10].
However, the antenna selection may introduce obvious per-
formance loss. Recently, a new MIMO architecture based on
the high-resolution discrete lens array (DLA), i.e., continuous
aperture phased (CAP) MIMO, is developed in [11], where the
receiver uses a DLA architecture to map the analog spatial
signals to signals in beamspace. Based on the lens array,
through performing antenna/beam selection, the beamspace
MIMO can reduce the number of required radio-frequency
(RF) chains to fully exploit the advantages of the mmWave
with reduced transceiver complexity and energy consumption
[12, 13]. Furthermore, the obvious performance loss can be
avoided.
Different from the conventional multiple access technolo-
gies, NOMA can serve multiple users within the same re-
source block, i.e., time, frequency, space and code, where the
transmitter and the receiver perform superposition coding (SC)
and successive interference cancellation (SIC), respectively.
Such NOMA technologies proposed in [14–18] are based
on the conventional antenna architectures. Making use of
the advantages of the beamspace MIMO and the sparsity
of mmWave channel, a new spectrum and energy-efficient
mmWave transmission scheme that integrates the concept of
NOMA with beamspace MIMO is proposed in [19], where the
users within the same selected beam are served as one NOMA
group. Based on the same beamspace NOMA scheme, the
energy-efficient power allocation method is proposed in [20].
To support a larger number of groups of users and reduce
the SIC complexity, based on reconfigurable antenna multiple
access (RAMA) [21], the reconfigurable antenna NOMA (RA-
NOMA) is proposed in [22]. Different from the single-beam
beamspace NOMA scheme, a multi-beam NOMA using the
mmWave massive MIMO with lens antenna array is proposed
in [23] to reduce the total power consumption, where the joint
user grouping and power allocation optimization problem is
solved.
Note that all of the above NOMA systems were designed
for the scenario where the users have the direct-link with the
base station (BS). Considering the mmWave-band blockage,
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if there exists no direct-link between the BS and the user, the
user must be served through the relay [24, 25]. In addition,
considering the severe path loss of the mmWave channel,
the relay can also be used to enhance the received SNR
at the user. However, deploying a large number of relays
results in the immense expenditure and power consumption,
which is contrary to the Green 6G Network. Fortunately, by
smartly reconfiguring the wireless propagation environment
with the use of massive low-cost passive reflecting elements
integrated on a planar surface, intelligent reflecting surface
(IRS)/reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) can significantly
improve the performance of wireless communication networks,
which is a revolutionary technology for achieving spectrum
and energy-efficient wireless communication cost-effectively
in the future [26, 27].
In the IRS-aided communication systems, besides the
cascaded-link channel estimation [28–30], the other key prob-
lem is how to solve the joint active beamforming at the BS
and the passive beamforming at the IRS optimization problem.
It is difficult to obtain the optimal solution to the above
problem, due to the non-convex signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) costraints and the unit-modulus constraints
imposed by the passive phase shifters. Based on the IRS-
aided single-cell wireless system, the problem to minimize
the total transmit power at an access point (AP) is formulated
and solved through the designed alternating optimization (AO)
method, where the semidefinite relaxation (SDR) method is
used to transform the above two kinds of constraints into
convex constraints [31]. To maximize the weighted sum rate
for IRS-aided wireless networks, a joint transmit beamforming
and reflect beamforming optimization method is designed in
[32], where the original optimization problem is decoupled via
Lagrangian dual transform, and two channel state information
(CSI) setups, i.e., perfect CSI and imperfect CSI, were inves-
tigated, respectively. In [33], the intelligent reflecting surfaces
(IRSs) are employed to enhance the physical layer security in
a challenging radio environment, where a penalty-based ap-
proach is used to obatin the passive beamforming. In [34], the
one-by-one (OBO) method is proposed to optimize the passive
beamforming, in which each one of the phase coefficents are
optimized in order by fixing the other coefficients as constant.
For the IRS-aided NOMA systems, [35–40] investigate
the IRS-aided downlink NOMA communication. In [35], a
simple design of IRS-NOMA transmission is proposed. The
power minimization for IRS-aided downlink NOMA system
is investigated in [36]. A three-step novel resource alloca-
tion algorithm for IRS-NOMA systems is proposed in [37],
where the three steps include channel assignment, decoding
order optimization, and joint power allocation and reflection
coefficient design. In [38], the transmit power minimization
problem and sum rate maximization problem are investigated,
respectively, where the IRS is used to tune the wireless
channels to satisfy the quasi-degradation constraint. The sum
rate maximization problem is also investigated in [39], where
two kinds of reflecting elements constraints were considered,
i.e., ideal IRS case and non-ideal IRS case. Different from
the signal enhancement based (SEB) design, where the IRS
is used to boost the signal at the user side or at the BS side,
a signal cancellation based (SCB) design is investigated in
the RIS-aided NOMA networks [40]. Especially, the minimal
required number of RISs for both the diffuse scattering and
anomalous reflector scenarios are discussed. For the IRS-aided
uplink NOMA, under the individual power constraint, the sum
rate maximization problem is investigated in [41], where the
investigated problem requires a joint power control at the users
and beamforming design at the IRS. Nevertheless, to the best
of our knowledge, there is no investigation into the IRS-aided
NOMA for mmWave massive MIMO with lens antenna array,
i.e., IRS-aided mmWave beamspace NOMA.
In this paper, we investigate a downlink IRS-aided mmWave
beamspace NOMA communication system. We aim to maxi-
mize the weighted sum rate of all users by jointly optimizing
the active beamforming at the BS and the passive beamforming
at the IRS. In addition to the SIC constraint, in this paper,
the minimum data rate requirement constraint, the total power
consumption constraint, and the per-antenna power constraint
are also considered, which play significant roles on the sum
rate performance of the proposed system. Different from the
conventional IRS-aided systems, in this proposed IRS-aided
beamspace NOMA system, the main effect of per-antenna
power constraint is reflected in how much power can be
provided to the BS-IRS link. The main contributions of this
paper can be summarized as follows:
• We design a novel IRS-aided mmWave beamspace
NOMA communication system in which the users with
direct-link are served through the traditional beamspace
NOMA strategy, i.e., the users within the same selected
beam are grouped as one NOMA group. However, the
users without direct-link but connected to the BS with
the aid of the IRS are grouped as a different NOMA
group.
• Taking into account the power leakage problem in
beamspace channel and the per-antenna power constraint,
we propose two multi-beam selection strategies for the
BS-IRS link under both 2-dimension (2D) channel model
and 3-dimension (3D) channel model, respectively, where
two corresponding RF chain configuration strategies are
designed, respectively.
• We propose the AO method to solve the joint optimization
of active beamforming at the BS and passive beam-
forming1 at the IRS. For the first subproblem, i.e., the
active beamforming optimization problem, we propose
the SDR based method to achieve the active beamforming
vector for each user, which is different from the Gaussian
randomization method.
• In order to initialize a feasible solution for the proposed
AO method, based on the beam-splitting technique, we
propose a method to achieve an initial feasible solu-
tion, which is different from the conventional stochastic
method.
1In this paper, we only consider the scenario that the reflecting elements
of IRS have constant module values and continuous phase shifts. The method
for solving the discrete phase shifts scenario is out of the scope of this paper.
And we refer the readers to [39] for more details on how to achieve the
corresponding passive beamforming.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we introduce the system model. In section III, two multi-
beam selection strategies are proposed. The weighted sum rate
maximization (WSRM) problem is also formulated. In Section
IV, the optimization problem is solved through the proposed
AO method. We then propose the method to initialize the
feasible solution for the proposed AO method. In Section V,
the simulation results are provided. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section VI.
Notations: a, a, A, A denote a scalar, a vector, a matrix
and a set. |a| and |A| denote the module value of a complex
scalar and the cardinality of a set, respectively. [a]i and ‖a‖
denote the i-th element and the l2-norm operation of a,
respectively. diag (a) denotes the diagonal matrix of vector
a. a ⊗ b is the Kronecker product of vectors a and b. The
transpose and conjugate transpose of matrix A are denoted
by AT and AH , respectively. rank (A) and Tr (A) denotes
the rank and the trace of matrix A. A  0 represents
A is a positive semidefinite matrix. CM×N denotes the set
of all complex M ×N matrices. All N -dimension complex
Hermitian matrices are denoted by HN . Re (·) denotes the real





symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with mean µ and
covariance σ2.
Fig. 1. IRS-aided mmWave beamspace NOMA system.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a downlink IRS-aided mmWave beamspace
NOMA communication system as shown in Fig. 1, where the
BS is equipped with N antennas and NRF chains, serves K
single-antenna users with the aid of one IRS. Denote the user
set as K. Denote the set of users with direct-link as K′. The
IRS is equipped with M reflecting elements, i.e., antennas.
After performing channel estimation, the estimated up-link

















where h̃d,k denotes N × 1 beamspace CSI vector of the BS-
User link (direct-link), the matrix U of size N × N denotes
the spatial discrete Fourier transformation achieved by the lens
antenna array, h̄d,k denotes the N×1 spatial CSI vector of the
direct-link, H̃c,k denotes the N ×M beamspace CSI matrix
of the BS-IRS-User link (aided-link or cascaded-link), H̄c,k
denotes the N ×M spatial CSI matrix of the cascaded-link,
Ḡr denotes the spatial CSI matrix of size N×M between the
BS and the IRS, h̄r,k denotes the spatial CSI vector of size
M × 1 between the IRS and the k-th user, and G̃r denotes
the beamspace2 CSI matrix of size N ×M between the BS
and the IRS.
In this paper, we assume h̃d,k and H̃c,k are known by
the BS. Note that there is no literature found about how to
estimate the CSI in the IRS-aided beamspace system. For
the conventional antenna architectures, as stated in [32], there
are three main methods to estimate the spatial CSI. Different
from the conventional channel estimation method in [28],
the compressive-sensing (CS) based methods are proposed to
estimate H̃c,k in [29] and [30], respectively. Especially, the
method proposed in [30] exploits the sparsity3 of H̃c,k, which
also makes it reasonable to perform beam selection for the
cascaced-link. In addition, since the CSI of the cascaded-link
in the IRS-aided beamspace system has inherent sparsity, there
is no need to introduce the dictionary matrix ABS ∈ N×N for
the BS as shown in [30]. Then, by introducing the dictionary
matrix AR ∈ M×M for the IRS, new method can be designed
to estimate the CSI of the cascaded-link in our proposed
system, which will be investigated in our future work.
A. 2D Channel Model
For the 2D channel model, we assume that the BS and the
IRS are equipped with uniform linear array4 (ULA). Based on
the sparsity of mmWave channel, which makes it reasonable to
perform beam selection, we adopt the Saleh-Valenzuela model
[13, 16, 23] as the mmWave channel model. Then, without the
aid of IRS, the spatial CSI vector of direct-link for the k-th
user can be given as




where αd,k,0 and aBS (θd,k,0) denote the complex gain and
the steering vector of the line-of-sight (LoS) component of
the k-th user, αd,k,l and aBS (θd,k,l) for 1 ≤ l ≤ L denote the
complex gain and the steering vector of the non-line-of-sight
(NLoS) component of the k-th user, L denotes the number of
NLoS components, θd,k,0 and θd,k,l for 1 ≤ l ≤ L denote the
2Without special instruction, in the remainder of this paper, the CSI refers
to the beamspace CSI.
3Since both the BS and the IRS are always mounted a height, there are
only a few paths between the BS and the IRS. As investigated in [30], besides
the row sparsity, H̃c,k also has column sparsity.
4For the IRS, the antennas are uniformly deployed in the linear array and
the subsequent planar array. For the BS with lens antenna array, the antennas
are uniformly deployed on the focal arc behind the lens [42–44]. In addition,
if the IRS is equipped with the UPA, but the BS is equipped with the ULA,
SNR loss may be incurred in the received uplink signal for the BS. If the IRS
is equipped with the ULA, but the BS is equipped with the UPA, SNR loss
may be incurred in the received downlink signal for the IRS. Therefore, in
this paper, the BS and the IRS have the same dimension, i.e., either ULA or
UPA.
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where θ = dλ sin (φ) denotes the spatial direction distributed in
a range [−0.5, 0.5], φ denotes the physical direction distributed
in a range [−π/2 , π/2 ], λ is the wavelength, d = λ/2 is
the antenna spacing, p belongs to I (N), i.e., p ∈ I (N),
I (N) = {0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1}, and j is equal to
√
−1.
Similarly, h̄r,k can be given as




where aR (θ) denotes the steering vector of the IRS, which has
the same form as stated in (3) and can be given as aR (θ) =[
e−j2πpθ
]
p∈I(M). Then, Ḡr can be expressed as









where α0 denotes the complex gain of the LoS path between
the BS and the IRS, αl for 1 ≤ l ≤ L denotes complex gain
of the NLoS path, θA,0 denotes the spatial direction of the
angle of arrival (AoA) for the LoS path, θA,l for 1 ≤ l ≤ L
denotes the spatial direction of the AoA for NLoS path, θD,0
denotes the spatial direction of the angle of departure (AoD)
for the LoS path, and θD,l for 1 ≤ l ≤ L denotes the spatial
direction of the AoD for the NLoS path.
The matrix U contains the steering vectors of N directions




[aBS (θ1) ,aBS (θ2) , . . . ,aBS (θN )] , (6)




for q = 1, 2, . . . , N denotes the
predefined orthogonal spatial direction uniformly distributed
in a range [−0.5, 0.5] .
B. 3D Channel Model
For the 3D channel condition, we also adopt the Saleh-
Valenzuela model [42]. The BS and the IRS are equipped with
uniform planar array (UPA), respectively. The BS is equipped
with N1 horizontal antennas, N2 vertical antennas, and N1 ×
N2 = N. The IRS is equipped with M1 horizontal antennas,
M2 vertical antennas, and M1×M2 = M. Then, the steering
vector of the BS can be expressed as
aUPA−BS (θaz, θel) = aBS−az (θaz)⊗ aBS−el (θel) . (7)






steering vector with θaz representing the azimuth spatial






steering vector with θel representing the elevation spatial
direction. Similarly, the steering vector of the IRS can be
expressed as
aUPA−R (θaz, θel) = aR−az (θaz)⊗ aR−el (θel) , (8)












elevation steering vector. Then, based on (2), (4) and (5),
the spatial CSI vectors for the 3D channel model can be
formulated, respectively. For concision, we do not dwell on
them here. In addition, under the UPA scenario, the spatial




[aUPA−BS (θaz,1, θel,1) , . . . ,








for q1 = 1, 2, . . . , N1







for q2 = 1, 2, . . . , N2 denotes the
predefined orthogonal elevation spatial direction, θaz,q1 and
θel,q2 are uniformly distributed in a range [−0.5, 0.5].
III. BEAM SELECTION STRATEGIES AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION
In this section, we first specify the single-beam selec-
tion strategy and user grouping strategy for this IRS-aided
mmWave beamspace NOMA system. We then propose two
multi-beam selection strategies for the cascaded-link under
both 2D channel model and 3D channel model, respectively,
where two corresponding RF chain configuration strategies are
designed, respectively. Finally, the optimization problem for
maximizing the weighted sum rate is formulated.
A. Single-beam Selection Strategy
According to the obtained h̃d,k, k ∈ K′, under the 2D
channel model and the 3D channel model, we select the beam
with maximum channel gain for each user, which is the same
as the beam selection strategy adopted in [19]. The index of






If the k-th user is blocked, i.e., h̃d,k = 0, which means that
the user cannot be directly served by the BS, there is no beam
selected for this blocked user. For the cascaded-link, based
on the sparsity of the cascaded-link, we also select one beam
according to the estimated CSI H̃c,k,∀k ∈ K and H̃c,k 6= 0.




















that any user served by the IRS has the same selected beam.
Therefore, the above selected beam can be determined by any
user served by the IRS. Considering the channel estimation
error, we select the above beam according to the strongest
h̃c,k.
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After performing beam selection for all users and the
cascaded-limk, the downlink5 dimension-reduced CSI vector














where Γ denotes the set of selected beams for all users, |Γ|
denotes the number of selected beams and equals to the num-





denotes the dimension-reduced direct-link CSI vector of size
|Γ|×1, u = [u1, u2, . . . , uM ] denotes the passive beamforming
vector of size 1 × M in the IRS, Hc,k = H̃c,k(i, :)i∈Γ
denotes the dimension-reduced cascaded-link CSI matrix of
size |Γ| ×M , and Gr = G̃r(i, :)i∈Γ denotes the dimension-
reduced CSI matrix between the BS and the IRS.
For performing the subsequent mathematical transforma-
















v = [u, 1]
H
. (14)
Then, the downlink dimension-reduced CSI vector expressed
in (12) can be rewritten as
hk = v
HHk. (15)
In the conventional beamspace NOMA communication sys-
tem, only the users within the same beam are grouped as one
NOMA group, as the user grouping strategy proposed in [19].
In our proposed IRS-aided beamspace NOMA communication
system, the IRS can not only strengthen the channel state
between the BS and the user, but also facilitate the NOMA
transmission among the users without direct-link and within
the different beams. Based on the beam selection results, the
groups directly served by the BS can be given as
GB =
{
G1,G2, . . . ,G|GB |
}
, (16)
where |GB | denotes the number of groups directly served by
the BS, Gb for 1 ≤ b ≤ |GB | denotes the user set corresponding
to the b-th group. In this paper, we only consider one IRS
scenario, denote the users without direct-link but served by the
BS with the aid of IRS as GR. Therefore, the user grouping
solution for all users can be denoted by
G = {GB ,GR} , (17)
where |G| denotes the number of groups and |G| = |GB |+ 1.
For the single-beam selection strategy, under both 2D channel
model and 3D channel model, the number of activated RF
chains is equal to the number of NOMA groups, i.e., N ′RF =
|G|.
5We assume that there exists reciprocity between the uplink channel and
the downlink channel.
B. Multi-beam Selection Strategies
Note that the multi-beam selection strategy was originally
proposed to solve the power leakage problem in the beamspace
MIMO system [13]. In [13], based on the beam-aligning
precoding method [45], one RF chain is activated for the
multiple beams selected for one user, which is different from
the single-beam selection strategy proposed in [12]. In this
paper, considering the severe path loss of mmWave channel
and the per-antenna power constraint, we propose two multi-
beam selection strategies for the cascaded-link under 2D
channel model and 3D channel model, respectively, where two
corresponding RF chain configuration strategies are designed,
respectively. The purpose of the RF chain configuration strate-
gies is to provide more power to the IRS. For the user with
direct-link, we only select one beam as stated in Subsection A.
Next, we will design the two multi-beam selection strategies




Fig. 2. Multi-beam selection strategy for 2D channel model.
1) For 2D channel model: For the 2D channel model where
the BS and the IRS are equipped with the ULA, based on (11),
we firstly select the beam which has the maximum gain as the
reference beam for the cascaded-link. As shown in Fig. 2,
according to the reference beam which is marked in yellow,
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two adjacent beams can be selected6.
In the conventional multi-beam beamspace MIMO system
[13], only one RF chain is selected. As shown in Fig. 2(a),
the third RF chain is connected to the selected three adjacent
beams. To increase the power provided to the cascaded-link,
we activate three RF chains for the above three selected beams
as shown in Fig. 2(b). Due to that one activated RF chain
is connected to one selected beam, the beam-aligning can be
achieved by performing digital beamforming, where the beam-
aligning refers to aligning the channel gains of the selected
beams towards the same direction for maximizing the received
SNR at each user.
After performing beam selection for all users, the downlink
dimension-reduced CSI vector of size 1 × |Γ2D| for the k-th
user can also be expressed as (12), where Γ2D denotes the
set of selected beams for all users, |Γ2D| = |G| + 2 denotes
the number of selected beams. As shown in Fig. 2(b), |Γ2D|
is equal to the number of activated RF chains, i.e., |Γ2D| =
N ′RF . By performing the same mathematical transformations
as stated in (13) and (14), the downlink dimension-reduced
CSI vector hk can also be rewritten as hk = vHHk.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Multi-beam selection strategy for 3D channel model.
2) For 3D channel model: For the 3D channel model where
the BS and the IRS are equipped with the UPA, the reference
beam is selected as stated in the 2D channel model. As shown
in Fig. 3, according to the reference beam which is also marked
in yellow, eight adjacent beams can be selected. Denote the
set of selected beams for all users as Γ3D. To increase the
power provided to the cascaded-link, we also activate three
RF chains for the above nine selected beams. Denote the
number of activated RF chains for all users as N ′RF . For the
above three activated RF chains, each RF chain is connected
to three selected beams, which is different from the connection
state as shown in Fig. 2(b). For achieving the beam-aligning,
the analog beamforming should be designed, where we adopt
the rotation-based precoding algorithm to design the analog
beamforming [13].
After performing beam selection for all users, as expressed
in (12), under the 3D channel model, the downlink dimension-
6We should mention that the optimality of the proposed multi-beam
selection strategy cannot be guaranteed. For dealing with the power leakage
problem, the suboptimal multi-beam selection strategy is proposed in [13].
According to the analyses in [13], if the power leakage problem exists, besides
the reference beam, there is a great possibility to select two beams being
adjacent to the reference beam. That’s the reason why we adopt the multi-
beam selection strategy as stated in our paper, even it is suboptimal.



















where WRF denotes the analog beamforming matrix of size
|Γ3D| × N ′RF , |Γ3D| denotes the number of selected beams,
and N ′RF satisfies N
′
RF = |G| + 2 = |Γ3D| − 6. The analog
















where wRFg for g = 1, 2, . . . , |GB | denotes the analog beam-
forming vector for the g-th NOMA group, wRFR,1, w
RF
R,2 and
wRFR,3 denote the analog beamforming vectors for the cascaded-
link or the NOMA group GR. Different from the 2D channel
model, the analog beamforming within the 3D channel model
is achieved through the phase shifting network (PSN), i.e., the
selecting network displayed in Fig. 2.
Based on the beam-aligning precoding method proposed in
[13], the beam-aligning procedure can be achieved through





HHc,k (m, :). (20)
Then, according to the strongest hc,k, the analog beamforming
vector for the i-th (i = 1, 2, 3) RF chain activated for the












∣∣∣∣∣,∀q ∈ Bci , (21)
where Bci for i = 1, 2, 3 denotes the set of beams connected







for i′ 6= i′′, Bc denotes the set of beams selected for the
cascaded-link, wRFR,i denotes the analog beamforming vector
for the i-th RF chain, p denotes the index of the reference beam






is the reference element corresponding to
the reference beam, which is set as 1. Particularly, wRFR,i for
i = 1, 2, 3 should satisfy∣∣∣[wRFR,i ]q∣∣∣ =
{ 1√
|Bci |





is the power-splitting factor for the i-th RF
chain.
About the analog beamforming vector wRFg , there is only
one beam selected for the g-th NOMA group. Then, wRFg can






1, p ∈ Bg,
0, otherwise,
(23)
where Bg for g = 1, 2, . . . , |GB | denotes the set of selected
beams for the g-th NOMA group and satisfies |Bg| = 1.
Based on (13), (14) and (15), under the 3D channel model,
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the downlink dimension-reduced CSI vector hk can also be












In the above analyses, we propose the user grouping strategy
for the IRS-aided mmWave beamspace NOMA communica-
tion system. Based on the different beam selection strategies
and the different RF chain configuration strategies, we con-
struct the downlink dimension-reduced CSI for the 2D channel
model and 3D channel model, respectively. The optimization
problem for maximizing the weighted sum rate of all users
will be formulated next.
Given the user grouping solution G as shown in (17), denote
the digital precoding matrix of size N ′RF ×K as
W = [w1,w2, . . . ,wK ] , (25)
where wk for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K denotes the digital precoding
vector of size N ′RF × 1 for the k-th user. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the users within the g-th NOMA
group are indexed in the descending order as
|hg,1wg,1| ≥ |hg,2wg,2| ≥ · · · ≥
∣∣hg,|Gg|wg,|Gg|∣∣ , (26)
where hg,j for 1 ≤ g ≤ |Gg|, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Gg| denotes the
achieved downlink dimension-reduced CSI of the j-th user
within the g-th NOMA group, wg,j denotes the corresponding
digital precoding vector. Then, the received j-th user signal at
l-th user within the g-th NOMA group can be represented as



















where vlg,j denotes the received noise signal at the l-th user
within the g-th NOMA group, sg,j for 1 ≤ g ≤ |Gg|, 1 ≤ j ≤







1. Assume that the SIC can be successfully performed among
the users. Then, the achievable data rate of decoding the j-th

















where γlg,j denotes the signal to interference and noise ratio
(SINR), I lg,j =
j−1∑
n=1
|hg,lwg,n|2 denotes the intra-group inter-






inter-group interference power, and σ2 denotes the received
noise power.
To satisfy the data rate requirements of all users and
ensure that SIC is performed successfully, the achievable data
rate of the j-th user within the g-th NOMA group should
satisfy Rg,j ≥ Rming,j , where Rming,j denotes the corresponding





































≤ ρ, 1 ≤ d ≤ N ′RF ,
(30d)
|vm|2 = 1, 1 ≤ m ≤M,vM+1 = 1. (30e)
In OP1, ωg,j denotes the priority of the j-th user within the






constraint (30b) guarantees that the achievable data rate of
each user should satisfy the minimum data rate requirement
and that the SIC can be performed successfully, the constraint
(30c) denotes that the total transmit power consumed by
the communication system cannot exceed the power budget
Pbud, the constraint (30d) denotes that the consumed transmit
power by each RF chain cannot exceed the per-antenna power
constraint, Φd is given as Φd = edeHd , where the column
vector ed for 1 ≤ d ≤ N ′RF satisfies [ed]i = 1 for i = d
and [ed]i = 0 for all i 6= d, the constraint (30e) denotes that
the module value of each element in the passive beamforming
vector u is equal to 1. In the following section, we discuss
how to solve the formulated WSRM problem.
IV. SOLUTION OF WEIGHTED SUM RATE MAXIMIZATION
PROBLEM
In this section, an alternating optimization (AO) mbethod is
proposed to solve the WSRM problem. Firstly, by performing
a series of mathematical transformations, the original problem
OP1 can be transformed into a new optimization problem.
Secondly, with v fixed, the optimization problem about W
is formulated and solved through SDR method. Thirdly, with
W fixed, the optimization problem about v is formulated and
solved. Fourthly, based on the beam-splitting technique, we
propose the algorithm to initialize the feasible solution for the
proposed AO method, which is different from the conventional
stochastic method. Finally, the convergence and complexity of
the proposed AO method are analyzed.
7For the WSRM problem, there exists the optimal SIC decoding order for
each NOMA group. However, in the IRS-aided NOMA system, except the
traversal method, to our knowledge, there exists no other method to directly
achieve the optimal SIC decoding order. Therefore, the formulated WSRM
problem herein does not comprise the constraint about SIC decoding order.
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A. Problem Transformation
Given the condition imposed by (29), we can find that the
objective function and the constraint (30b) are complex. It is
intractable to directly solve the original optimization problem
OP1. However, by introducing serval auxiliary variables, the
original problem can be transformed into a new optimization
problem.
About the objective function, by introducing the auxiliary
variable αg,j , which satisfies Rg,j ≥ αg,j , the objective







Then, the constraint (30b) can be transformed into two new
constraints as follows:
Rg,j ≥ αg,j , (32a)
αg,j ≥ Rming,j . (32b)
Based on (29), by introducing auxiliary variable ηlg,j and














,∀g, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Gg| , l ≤ j, (33b)
I lg,j + Î
l
g,j + σ
2 ≤ ϑlg,j ,∀g, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Gg| , l ≤ j. (33c)



























































(33a) can be rewritten as
ψlg,j ≥ αg,j ,∀g, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Gg| , l ≤ j. (35)








compared with (33a), (34) narrows the original feasible region.
According to the above analyses, the original optimization









s.t. (35), (33b), (33c), (32b),
(30c), (30d), (30e).
(36)
Assume that the optimal objective function value of OP1 is
φ (W,v). Compared with the original problem OP1, due to
the introduced Taylor expansion as shown in (34), we can
derive that φlb (W,v) ≤ φ (W,v), where φlb (W,v) denotes
tha optimal objective function value of OP2, the subscript ’lb’
denotes the ’lower bound’. Next, we solve the optimization
problem OP2 through AO method.
B. Active Beamforming Optimization
Given the passive beamforming vector v, the optimization









s.t. (35), (33b), (33c), (32b),
(30c), (30d).
(37)
In OP3, κ denotes the set of all introduced auxiliary vari-
ables. For solving OP3, we define the variable Wg,j for
1 ≤ g ≤ |G|, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Gg|, which satisfies Wg,j  0 and
rank (Wg,j) = 1. That means Wg,j is equal to wg,jwHg,j , i.e.,
Wg,j = wg,jw
H
g,j . Then, the optimization problem OP3 can

























































 ≤ ρ, 1 ≤ d ≤ N ′RF ,
(38e)
Wg,j  0,Wg,j ∈ HN
′
RF ,∀g, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Gg| ,
(38f)
rank (Wg,j) = 1,∀g, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Gg| , (38g)
(35), (32b). (38h)
In OP4, any of the rank-one constraints in (38g) is a non-
convex constraint. To deal with the rank-one constraint, we
employ the SDR method to completely drop the rank-one
constraint. The optimization problem OP4 can be reformulated









s.t. (35), (38b), (38c), (32b),
(38d), (38e), (38f).
(39)
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In OP5, all rank-one constraints have been dropped com-
pletely. Therefore, the rank of the achieved optimal solution
W∗g,j for 1 ≤ g ≤ |G|, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Gg| by solving OP5
should be clarified. To tackle this issue, we give the following
proposition.
Proposition 1 Suppose that the problem OP5 is solvable.
Then, there must exist the optimal solution W∗g,j for 1 ≤ g ≤












Proof See Appendix A.
The above proposition indicates that for the SDP problem
OP5, there must exist the rank-one optimal solution W∗g,j for
1 ≤ g ≤ |G|, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Gg|. Assume that the optimal solution
W̄∗g,j and the corresponding optimal objective value R̄ are
obtained by solving the SDP problem OP5. If W̄∗g,j does





according to the obtained optimal objective function value
R̄, the rank-one optimal solution W∗g,j can be achieved by
solving the SDP problem OP10. Then, the optimal beam-










According to the above analyses, the proposed SDR based
iterative algorithm for solving the active beamforming is given
in Algorithm 1, where Imax and ξ1 denote the permitted
maximum number of iterations and the threshold of algorithm
termination, respectively.
Algorithm 1 Iterative algorithm for solving the active beam-
forming
1: Initialization




























g,j , Ri+1 = R
∗.
4: i = i+ 1.














, achieve the rank-
one optimal solution by solving the problem OP10.
8: end if




through performing matrix decomposition.
C. Passive Beamforming Optimization
Given the active beamforming matrix W, we then discuss
how to solve the passive beamforming vector u, which is
incorporated in the defined variable v as shown in (14).










s.t. (35), (33b), (33c), (32b), (30e).
(40)
For solving the above problem, by introducing the variable
V = vvH , which satisfies V  0 and rank (V) = 1, the















































σ2 ≤ ϑlg,j ,∀g, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Gg| , 1 ≤ l ≤ j,
(41c)
Tr (ΦmV) = 1,m = 1, 2, . . . ,M + 1, (41d)
V  0,V ∈ HM+1, (41e)
rank (V) = 1, (41f)
(35), (32b). (41g)
For dealing with the non-convex rank-one constraint, instead
of dropping the rank-one constraint completely, we adopt the
sequential rank-one constraint relaxation (SROCR) method to
solve the problem OP7. The SROCR method [39, 46] and
penalty-based method [33] are based on the same theory.
The penalty-based method in which the Taylor expansion is
introduced to deal with the non-convex objective function,
may generate suboptimal solution which is far away from
the optimal solution. The solution of SROCR method is also
suboptimal, but it can infinitely approximate the optimal rank-
one solution from the upper bound. That is the reason why we
adopt the SROCR method in this paper. The suboptimal rank-


















≥ βiTr (V) , (42b)
(35), (41b), (41c), (32b), (41d), (41e). (42c)
In OP8, (42b) guarantees that the achieved solution satisfies
the rank-one constraint step by step, where Vi denotes the










, βi ∈ [0, 1] denotes a relaxation parameter that
controls the largest eigenvalue to trace ratio of V.
The iterative algorithm for solving passive beamforming
is shown in Algorithm 2, where I ′max, ξ2 and ξ′2 denote
the permitted maximum number of iterations, the permitted
threshold of relaxation difference and the permitted threshold
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of data rate difference, respectively. Note that in Algorithm











optimal solution achieved by solving the relaxed problem OP8
with βi = 0. When we solve the above relaxed problem,
the optimal solution achieved from OP5 is taken as initial
solution. Before solving OP5, the key step is to achieve the
initial feasible solution to problem OP5, which is addressed
in next subsection.
Algorithm 2 Iterative algorithm for solving the passive beam-
forming
1: Initialization
Set i = 0, by solving the relaxed problem OP8 with βi =











achieve the corresponding objective function value Ri. Set























, solve problem OP8.
4: if problem OP8 is solvable then















ϑl,∗g,j , Ri+1 = R
∗, δi+1 = δi.
6: else



















10: i = i+ 1.
11: until
∣∣1− βi∣∣ ≤ ξ2 and |Ri −Ri−1| ≤ ξ′2 or i = I ′max.
12: return v∗.
D. Initialization of Feasible Solution









to problem OP5, where the condi-
tional8 transmit power consumption minimization problem is
formulated and solved.
Different from the stochastic method, based on the beam-
splitting technique [18], we can make the IRS generate mul-
tiple beams for some specific users. The ‘specific user’ refers
to the user without direct-link and served by the BS with the
aid of IRS, i.e., the user within GR. If there is no such specific
user, we can just choose one user within GB as the specific
user.
Assume that there exist two specific users, e.g., user k1 and
user k2, for the ULA, the IRS can be divided into two adjacent
subarrays for the above two users, where the number of
antennas within the subarrays are Mk1 and Mk2 , respectively,
and satisfy Mk1 + Mk2 = M. The two beamforming vectors
for user k1 and user k2, respectively, are written as
w (Mk1 , θk1) =
[
1, . . . , e−j2πθk1(Mk1−1)
]T
, (43)
8The ‘conditional’ refers to the case that the achieved solution is not
optimal, which is restricted by the formulated transmit power consumption
minimization problem.
w (Mk2 , θk2) = e
−j2πMk1θk1
[




where θk1 and θk2 denote the spatial direction of the strongest
path for the above two users9, respectively. Then, the beam-
forming vector of the IRS can be expressed as
w =
[
wT (Mk1 , θk1) ,w
T (Mk2 , θk2)
]T
. (45)
For multiple specific users scenario, if M is divisible
by |GR|, each subarray has the same number of antennas,
i.e., M|GR| . Otherwise, except for the last user, each user
has bM/|GR| c antennas and the last user has bM/|GR| c +
(M − (|GR| − 1) bM/|GR| c) antennas. For the single specific
user scenario, e.g., user k3, all antennas are used to perform
the analog beamforming. Then, the beamforming vector of the
IRS can be expressed as
w = [1, . . . , e−j2πθk3 (M−1)]T , (46)
where θk3 denotes the spatial direction of the strongest path
for the single specific user. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the
beamforming gain of IRS with ULA for the two specific users
and the single specific user are displayed, respectively, where
M = 64, φk1 = −0.5806, φk2 = 0.7961, φk3 = −0.9433.
Note that φ denotes the physical direction corresponding to
spatial direction θ.
For the UPA, the IRS can generate multiple beams through
dividing the IRS into multiple sub-UPAs. In practice, most of
the users are located on the ground, which means that most
of the users can be spatially separated through the azimuth.
Therefore, in this paper, the IRS will be divided into multiple
sub-UPAs from the azimuth. The beamforming vectors for the
two specific users k1 and user k2, respectively, can be given
as
w (M1,k1 , θaz,k1 , θel,k1) =[
1, . . . , e−j2πθaz,k1(M1,k1−1)
]T
⊗ aR−el (θel,k1) ,
(47)
w (M1,k2 , θaz,k2 , θel,k2) = e
−j2πM1,k1θaz,k1[
1, . . . , e−j2πθaz,k2(M1,k2−1)
]T
⊗ aR−el (θel,k2) ,
(48)
where M1,k1 and M2,k2 denote the number of antennas
allocated to user k1 and user k2, respectively10, and satisfy
M1,k1 + M1,k2 = M1, θaz,k1 and θaz,k2 denote the azimuth
spatial direction of the strongest path for the above two users,
respectively, θel,k1 and θel,k2 denote the elevation spatial direc-
tion of the strongest path for the above two users, respectively,
and aR−el is shown in (8). Then, the beamforming vector of
the IRS can be expressed as
w =
[
wT (M1,k1 , θaz,k1 , θel,k1) ,w




9In the beamspace MIMO communication system, it is easy to obtain the
angle information of the user-BS, user-IRS and IRS-BS by performing the
downlink beam alignment. We refers the readers to [47] for more information
about the beam alignment.
10For the multiple specific users scenario, the azimuth antenna allocation
strategy is same as the antenna allocation strategy adopted for the ULA.
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(a) ULA
(b) UPA with two specific users
(c) UPA with single specific user
Fig. 4. Antenna array beam pattern response of IRS.
For the single specific user scenario, e.g., user k3, all azimuth
ntennas are used to perform the azimuth beamforming. Then,
the beamforming vector of the IRS can be expressed as
w = aUPA−R (θaz,k3 , θel,k3) , (50)
where θaz,k3 and θel,k3 denote the azimuth spatial direction
and elevation spatial direction of the strongest path for the user
k3, respectively. The beamforming gain of IRS with UPA for
the two specific users and the single specific use are displayed
in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c), respectively, where M1 = M2 =
8, φaz,k1 = −0.8322, φel,k1 = 0.3048, φaz,k2 = 0.4625,
φel,k2 = −0.4275, φaz,k3 = −0.8943, φel,k3 = 0.5390.
The passive beamforming vector u is equal to wT , i.e.,
u = wT . Then, as stated in Section III, the downlink
dimension-reduced CSI vector hk can be achieved. Given the
user grouping solution G as shown in (17) and hk for k ∈ K,
based on the maximal ratio transmission (MRT) precoding
technique, the corresponding normalized digital precoding
































where pg,j denotes the power allocated to the j-th user within
the g-th NOMA group. Then, the transmit power consumption


















∣∣[ŵg,j ]d∣∣2pg,j ≤ ρ, 1 ≤ d ≤ N ′RF . (52d)
In OP9, p denotes the power allocation vector containing the
power allocation factors for all users, i.e., pg,j for 1 ≤ g ≤ |G|,
1 ≤ j ≤ |Gg|. Since the SIC constraint as shown in (52b) can
be directly rewritten as a convex constraint [23], the problem
OP9 is a convex optimization problem, which is easy to be
solved.
Given the optimal solution p, the digital precoding vector
wg,j as shown in (27) can be expressed as wg,j = ŵg,j
√
pg,j .
Then, based on (33b) and (33c), the initial feasible solution
ηl,0g,j and ϑ
l,0
g,j can be achieved as η
l,0
g,j = 1/|hg,lwg,j |
2 and
I lg,j + Î
l
g,j +σ









to problem OP5 is achieved, where v0
is equal to [u, 1]H , i.e., v0 = [u, 1]H , and u = wT .
E. Algorithm Analysis
Based on the above proposed two iterative algorithms and
the initialization of feasible solution, the proposed AO method
for solving the joint active and passive beamforming optimiza-
tion problem is summarized in Algorithm 3, where Tmax and
ξ3 denote the permitted maximum number of iterations and
the threshold of algorithm termination, respectively. In the
proposed AO method, the Taylor expansion as shown in (34)
is introduced in problem OP3 and problem OP6. In addition,
for solving problem OP6, the SROCR method can approx-
imate the optimal rank-one solution from the upper bound
by introducing the rank-one relaxation constraint. However,
it is easy to get the near rank-one solution. Therefore, for
each subproblem, we just consider the effect of the introduced
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Taylor expansion to optimality, which means the achieved ob-







is the achieved objective func-
tion value after performing the t-th iteration. In the (t+ 1)-
th iteration, by performing the step 3 in Algorithm 3, the




















By performing the step 4 in Algorithm 3, the suboptimal

































i.e., the proposed AO method is convergent.
For evaluating the complexity of the proposed AO method,
we assume that there only exist two users in each NOMA
group, and N ′RF RF chains are activated to serve all K users.
According to [39, 48], the main complexity of solving each
subproblem with interior-point method are given as
Csub−1 = O
(









(3K +M + 1)
4√
M + 1 log (1/ξ′2)
+(3K +M + 2)
4√
M + 1 log (1/ξ′2)
) .
(53b)
Then, the total complexity of the proposed AO method is given
as O (Tmax (Csub−1 + Csub−2)).
Algorithm 3 The proposed AO method
1: Initialization











and achieve the correspond-






























and R∗ by solving












































5: t = t+ 1.
6: until t = Tmax or







In this section, we verify the performance of the pro-
posed IRS-aided mmWave beamspace NOMA communication
system via simulations. We consider a downlink mmWave
massive MIMO with lens antenna array communication sys-
tem, where the BS has N = 256 antennas and serves K
single-antenna users, the IRS has M antennas. The number
of users with the direct-link is K1. The SNR is defined as
Eb
σ2 , where Eb denotes the expected power of transmitted
signal s and Eb = 1. The bandwidth11 is set as 1. About
the channel model, the channel for the user-IRS, user-BS
and IRS-BS are assumed to contain four components: 1 LoS
component and 3 NLoS components. As stated in [19, 23],
the channel parameters conform to the conditions as follows:
α0 ∼ CN (0,1), αl ∼ CN (0,0.1) for 1 ≤ l ≤ 3, θ0 and θl for
1 ≤ l ≤ 3 follow the uniform distribution within [−0.5, 0.5].
A. Convergence Analysis
For evaluating the convergence of the proposed AO method,
we set M = 16, K=5, K1 = 3, ρ = 50 mW, SNR = 20 dB,
Pbud = ρN
′
RF , Imax = I
′
max = Tmax = 100. In this part, for
indicating the convergence procedure, we set ξ1 = ξ2 = ξ′2 =
ξ3 = 0.001.
From Fig. 5, we can find that the proposed AO method
is convergent. Note that even though Tmax is not reached,
the iteration will terminate when the termination threshold
is reached. For the proposed IRS-aided beamspace NOMA
scheme, about the SE, we can find that for the ULA, the
proposed Multi-beam scheme has higher SE performance than
the Single-beam scheme. For the UPA, the same result can be
found. The reasons are stated as follows. Firstly, considering
the per-antenna power constraint, the proposed two multi-
beam schemes for ULA and UPA, respectively, can provide
more power to the cascaded-link than the corresponding
Single-beam scheme. Secondly, the proposed two multi-beam
schemes for ULA and UPA, respectively, can handle the power
leakage problem in beamspace channel as stated in [13].
Fig. 5. The convergence of AO method.
B. Spectral Efficiency Versus Per-antenna Power Constraint
and Performance Comparison with OMA
For evaluating the impact of the per-antenna power con-
straint and performing comparison with IRS-aided beamspace
OMA scheme, the per-antenna power constraint is set ranging
from 50 to 120 mW. The other parameters are set as in
Subsection A. In the IRS-aided beamspace OMA scheme, the
11We consider the normalized bandwidth in this paper. Therefore, the
achievable sum rate can also be defined as the spectral efficiency (bit/s/Hz).
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users within one NOMA group are served through TDMA,
where the equal time allocation strategy is adopted.
For the ULA, as shown in Fig. 6(a), under the same per-
antenna power constraint, the proposed Multi-beam NOMA
scheme has higher SE performance than the Multi-beam OMA
scheme, and the Single-beam NOMA scheme also has the
higher SE performance than the Single-beam OMA scheme
under the same per-antenna power constraint. As the increase
of the per-antenna power constraint, which means that more
power can be provided to the cascaded-link, the SEs of above
four schemes increase as shown in Fig. 6(a). Based on the
same reason, under the same per-antenna power constraint, the
proposed Multi-beam NOMA scheme has higher SE than the
Single-beam NOMA scheme, which is same with the result
shown in Fig. 5. And the Multi-beam OMA scheme also
has higher SE than the Single-beam OMA scheme. For the




Fig. 6. Spectral efficiency versus per-antenna power constraint and perfor-
mance comparison with OMA.
C. Spectral Efficiency Versus Number of Antennas in IRS
For evaluating the impact of number of antennas in IRS to
SE, we set K = 3, K1 = 1, and three different M values
are set as 16, 25 and 36. The other parameters are set as in
Subsection A. For the proposed IRS-aided beamspace NOMA
scheme, from Fig. 7(a), we can find that for the ULA, with
the same number of antennas in IRS, the proposed Multi-beam
scheme has higher SE than the Single-beam scheme. For both
Multi-beam scheme and Single-beam scheme, the higher SE
can be achieved with larger number of antennas M , due to
the beamforming gain provided by the IRS. For the UPA,




Fig. 7. Spectral efficiency versus number of antennas in IRS.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the IRS-aided mmWave
beamspace NOMA communication system. Considering the
power leakage problem in beamspace channel and the per-
antenna power constraint, two multi-beam selection strategies
are proposed for the cascaded-link under both 2D channel
model and 3D channel model, respectively, where two cor-
responding RF chain configuration strategies are designed,
respectively. Based on the proposed communication system,
the weighted sum rate maximization (WSRM) problem is
formulated and solved through the proposed AO method.
Especially, based on the beam-splitting technique, we propose
the method to initialize the feasible solution for the AO
method, in which the conditional transmit power minimization
problem is formulated and solved. The weighted sum rate per-
formance of the proposed communication system is evaluated
by simulations.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
We formulate a SDP problem for minimizing the transmit














(35), (38b), (38c), (38d), (32b),
(38e), (38f).
(54)
In OP10, R̄ denotes the obtained optimal objective function
value by solving the problem OP5. Next, we examine whether
the optimal solution W∗g,j achieved by solving the problem
OP10 satisfies the rank-one constraint or not.























































































Denote the left side of (38c) as Qlg,j . The Lagrange dual
function of problem OP10 can be written as (55), where X
denotes a collection of all the primal and dual variables of
problem OP10, τ , µg,j,l, rg,j,l, βg,j,l, φg,j , ν, ϕd and Ag,j
denote the Lagrange multipliers. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions of problem OP10 for the optimal solution





∗ ≥ 0,∀g, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Gg| , 1 ≤ l ≤ j,
N ′RF∑
d=1
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Then, (57) can be rewritten as

































Denote the right part of (58) as ψR. Through postmultiplying




q,e = 0, (58) can
be transformed into(1 + ν∗) I + N ′RF∑
d=1
ϕ∗dΦd
W∗q,e = ψRW∗q,e. (59)
Since (1 + ν∗) I+
N ′RF∑
d=1

























≤ rank (ψR) .
(61)
The rank of ψR can be given as






12We only enumerate the KKT conditions which are necessary for the
subsequent proof.
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≤ 1. In practice, the optimal solution W∗q,e
cannot be a zero matrix. Therefore, the rank of W∗q,e must




=1 for 1 ≤
q ≤ |G|, 1 ≤ e ≤ |Gq| .
According to the above analyses, we can conclude that if
the SDP problem OP5 is solvable, there must exist the optimal
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